Quasi-Synchronization of Heterogeneous Networks With a Generalized Markovian Topology and Event-Triggered Communication.
We consider the quasi-synchronization problem of a continuous time generalized Markovian switching heterogeneous network with time-varying connectivity, using pinned nodes that are event-triggered to reduce the frequency of controller updates and internode communications. We propose a pinning strategy algorithm to determine how many and which nodes should be pinned in the network. Based on the assumption that a network has limited control efficiency, we derive a criterion for stability, which relates the pinning feedback gains, the coupling strength, and the inner coupling matrix. By utilizing the stochastic Lyapunov stability analysis, we obtain sufficient conditions for exponential quasi-synchronization under our stochastic event-triggering mechanism, and a bound for the quasi-synchronization error. Numerical simulations are conducted to verify the effectiveness of the proposed control strategy.